We discuss the following problem: when aP bQ cP Q dQP eP QP fQPQ gP QP Q of idempotent matrices P and Q, where a, b, c, d, e, f, g ∈ C and a / 0, b / 0, is group involutory.
Introduction
Throughout this paper C n×n stands for the set of n × n complex matrices. Let A ∈ C n×n . A is said to be idempotent if A hold. If such an X exists, then it is unique, denoted by A g , and called the group inverse of A. It is well known that the group inverse of a square matrix A exists if and only if rank A 2 rank A see, e.g., 1 for details . Clearly, not every matrix is group invertible. But the group inverse of every idempotent matrix exists and is this matrix itself.
Recall that a matrix A with the group inverse is said to be group involutory if A g A. A is the group involutory matrix if and only if it is tripotent, that is, satisfies A 3 A see 2 . Thus, for a nonzero idempotent matrix P and a nonzero scalar a, aP is a group involutory matrix if and only if either a 1 or a −1.
Recently, some properties of linear combinations of idempotents or projections are widely discussed see, e.g., 3-12 and the literature mentioned below . In 13 , authors established a complete solution to the problem of when a linear combination of two different projectors is also a projector. In 14 , authors considered the following problem: when a linear combination of nonzero different idempotent matrices is the group involutory matrix. In 15 , authors provided the complete list of situations in which a linear combination of two idempotent matrices is the group involutory matrix. In 16 , authors discussed the group inverse of aP bQ cP Q dQP eP QP fQP Q gP QP Q of idempotent matrices P and Q, where a, b, c, d, e, f, g ∈ C with a, b / 0, deduced its explicit expressions, and some necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of the group inverse of aP bQ cP Q.
In this paper, we will investigate the following problem: when aP bQ cP Q dQP eP QP fQP Q gP QP Q is group involutory. To this end, we need the results below. 
1.4
Main Results
In this section, we will research when some combination of two nonzero idempotent matrices is a group involutory matrix. First, we will discuss some situations lying in the category of PQ 
Proof. Obviously, the condition 2.2 implies that the group inverse of A exists and is of the form 1.2 when θ / 0 or the form 1. 
and so
Multiplying 2.6 by P and Q, respectively, leads to
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Multiplying the above equation, respectively, by P and by Q, we get 
and then
Analogous to the process of reaching 2.9 in a 1 , we have 
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2.14
Multiplying the above equation, respectively, on the two sides by P yields
Multiplying 2.15 on the left sides by Q and 2.16 on the right sides by Q, by 2.3 , we have 
and so it follows from 2.18 that
Therefore, either θ θ −1 or PQP 0 implies that 2.18 holds, namely, 2.14 holds. Thus, we have b 1 except the situation θ 0. 
2.27
Analogous to the process in b 1 , using 2.27 we can obtain 
2.33
2.34
If PQ 0, then QP Q 0 PQP and so it contradicts 2.4 . Thus PQ / 0. Similarly, QP / 0. Multiplying 2.34 on the left side by QP yields
Multiplying the above equation, respectively, on the left side by P and on the right side by PQ yields, by 2.4 , Thus, a c d 2f − cd/a 0 and then 2.14 becomes 
Multiplying 2.44 on right side by Q yields 
Multiplying the equation above on the right side, respectively, by P and by Q yields
As the argument above in i , we have c 7 ∼ c 12 .
2 If θ 0, then
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2.50
Analogous to the process in c 1 , using 2.50 , we can get 
2.55
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is the group involutory matrix, namely, A A g , since 2 2 2 * −7/2 2 * 2 1 and 2 2 2 * −1/2 − 2 * 2 −1. By Theorem 2.1 c 17 ,
is group involutory since 1 − 2 2 * 2 1 * −2 1 and 1 − 2 2 * −1 − 1 * −2 −1.
Next, we will study the situation PQ 
2.71
Obviously they are idempotent, and QP Then A is the group involutory matrix.
